
Sachtler /

PTZ Mounting Solutions

Weatherproof heavy payload robotic pan and tilt heads 

 + Weatherproof head suitable for outdoor use
 + High repeatability and accuracy ensure consisten production values
 + Smooth camera and lens motion control deliver high quality output
 + Integrated lens interface
 + Ultra-reliable communications protocol
 + High payload with flexible mounting solutions

V4166-1001  Universal PTZ Plate
Use to Mount:

1. This plate has a series of different mounting 
patterns for PTZ’s of different brands that do not 
have the lower mounting holes centrally aligned.

V4166-1002  PTZ or Prompter Plate
Use to mount:

1. Any PTZ camera where the tapped mounting holes on the 
underside are in line with the lens centre of the camera.

2. To fit to the bottom of a prompter bracket when the PTZ is 
mounted to a prompter.

VINTEN.COM
SACHTLER.COM

PTZ or  
Prompter  

Plate

The Sachtler and Vinten PTZ accessory plates are designed for simple mounting of a 
PTZ camera to the widest range of tripods and pedestals.

Simply select the correct plate and interface for your chosen camera support.

Universal 
PTZ
Plate

Interface: 

Both plates can be fitted with OConnor standard ball bases and tiedowns (75mm, 100mm, 150mm),  
all flat pedestal base types and Mitchell mount as outlined overleaf.

Support: 

• Works with any Sachtler Vinten or OConnor Tripod or pedestal.

Speak to your local partner about Sachtler or Vinten complete packages which include everything  
you need to successfully mount and position your PTZ.

V4166-1001 Universal Plate 
is compatible with: 

 + Panasonic AW-HE40, AW-UE70
 + Panasonic AW-HE130, AW-UE1500W/K
 + Panasonic AW-HR140
 + Sony BRC-H800, BRC-H900, BRC-X1000
 + Sony SRG-120DS, SRG-120DU
 + Sony BRC-X400, BRC-X401,  

SRG-201M2, SRG-360SHE,  
SRG-HD1M2, SRG-X120M, SRG-X400

 + Sony SRG-300H, SRG-300SE
 + Generic Tripod Mount



Choose Your Interface

Any Vinten, Sacthler  
or OConnor camera 

support
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To attach to any 75 mm 
tripod or hi-hat To attach to any 100mm 

tripod or hi-hat

To attach to any 150mm 
tripod or hi-hat

To attach to any 
Mitchell mount tripod, 

hi-hat or dolly

To attach to any flat
base Sachtler or 

Vinten tripod or  ped-
estal (4 bolt / 3 bolt / 

quickfix]

Choose Your Plates

LIST PRICE
V4166-1001 Universal PTZ Plate
V4166-1002 Prompter or PTZ Plate

ORDER CODE

With  
prompter

$350 / £270 / €305 / ¥40,000
$150 / £120 / €130 / ¥17,000

Sachtler /

Choose Your Support

With  
prompter

V4166-1002

V4166-1001

PTZ Camera without 
central mount hole

PTZ camera
with central holes

V4166-1001 V4166-1002


